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God created us as relational beings and this is one of the areas that causes a great deal of stress but also 

a great deal of joy. How are you doing on that front of things – how are your relationships going? 

Relationships sum up the quality of our lives – the quality of your relationships determines your level of 

progress in life. In other words, relationships can either make you or break you. 

• In this regard, we are going back to the mountain where Jesus was teaching His disciples on 

kingdom norms and values regarding human interactions. 

• So, the title of my sermon this morning is JESUS AT THE CENTRE OF RELATIONSHIPS. 

• Allow me to say that Jesus has something to say about the way you relate with people and the way 

you manage your relationships. The Bible has an answer for every human situation. 

• Something changes in the way you relate with people the moment Jesus gets involved. With Jesus at 

the centre of your relationships, it cannot be business as usual. 

• The reason why the quality of kingdom relationships is the same, if not shallower than those of the 

world is that Jesus has not been allowed to direct and dictate relational dynamics among us. 

• In his sermon on the mount, Jesus started touching on this very sensitive matter of human 

interaction – I can picture the discomfort that started to simmer through the crowd, the frowning on 

their faces, the gasps of disbelief at the standard and quality of relationships that Jesus was 

expecting from them. 

Matthew 5:21-24 

“You have heard that it was said to those of old, ‘You shall not murder, and whoever murders will be in 

danger of the judgment.’ 22 “But I say to you that whoever is angry with his brother without a cause 

shall be in danger of the judgment. And whoever says to his brother, ‘Raca!’ shall be in danger of the 

council. But whoever says, ‘You fool!’ shall be in danger of hell fire. 23 “Therefore if you bring your 

gift to the altar, and there remember that your brother has something against you, 24 “leave your gift 

there before the altar, and go your way. First be reconciled to your brother, and then come and offer 

your gift. 

• In His address, Jesus touched on 6 aspects that pertain to human interaction. In the coming few 

weeks, we are going to look at each of them. 

• Out of the 6, Jesus decided to firstly address the impact of anger on relationships. 

1. Uncontrolled anger destroys relationships 

• Someone said the fire is great when it is in the fire place but dangerous when it is not. The same 

thing can be said about anger. When anger is well directed and managed, great things can happen 

but when it is left to go out of control, the results can be devastating.  

• Jesus chose to address anger before any of the other relational issues. You and I need to pay 

attention to what Jesus pays attention to. 

• Because anger has direct implications on our relationships and human beings are precious in the 

sight of God, Jesus decided to address the mater.  
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• Christian counsellors report that 50 percent of people who come in for counselling have problems 

dealing with anger.  

• Most people either deny the fact that they have anger issues or simply justify their anger without 

taking responsibility. 

• Anger is an emotion that drives us to do some extreme things both good and ugly.  

• Anger is a God-given emotion to help us solve problems 

• Holy anger gets us to make radical decisions regarding certain things – more fasting, going on 

missionary trips, defending the vulnerable. 

• In other words, it is acceptable for believers to be angry 

Ephesians 4:26 Be angry and do not sin; do not let the sun go down on your anger, 

• Jesus was angry with the how the Jews had defiled temple worship. David was often angry at 

injustices.  

• In as much as there is holy anger, there is unrighteous anger. In the presence of unrighteous anger, 

great damage can ensue. Demons like to attach themselves to uncontrolled anger – it starts off as 

just unrighteous anger but the more you make it a habit step into dimensions of fits of rage, demons 

can easily attach themselves and they take over. 

• There are various reasons why people are angry. Most of the time, people are angry when their 

boundaries have been violated e.g victims of abuse often feel very angry when they are going 

through the process of dealing with the trauma. 

• Trauma recovery is often a long journey and the anger that comes with that is often long lived as 

well. 

• If you are someone who struggles with anger, Jesus wants you to know that He can bring healing 

and wholeness in your emotions. 

• Where we read, whilst the murder that the law referred to was physical murder, Jesus introduced a 

deeper dimension of murder that emanates from anger. 

Matthew 5:21“You have heard that it was said to those of old, ‘You shall not murder, and whoever 

murders will be in danger of the judgment.’ 22 “But I say to you that whoever is angry with his brother 

without a cause shall be in danger of the judgment 

• In the presence of unrighteous anger, emotional murder can be experienced. 

• We can murder each other emotionally – when we are outraged for no apparent reason, when we 

call people names out of anger, Jesus sees it as murder. 

 

1.1 Signs that anger has turned into sin 

a) When anger is allowed to linger for too long 

Ephesians 4: 26 Be angry and do not sin; do not let the sun go down on your anger, 27 and give no 

opportunity to the devil 
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• Retained anger creates an environment conducive for the plotting of destructive behaviour. 

• An angry person cannot think good about the person they are angry with and yet the Bible teaches 

us to think upon things that are honest, pure, lovely and worthy of praise. 

• The longer you remain angry, the deeper you get ensnared by the devil – retained anger gratifies the 

devil. 

b) When anger causes you to attack the wrongdoer and not the problem 

• Every time you open your mouth with destructive words because you are unhappy with someone, 

then your anger has gotten the best of you – it has become a sin. 

Ephesians 4: 15 Rather, speaking the truth in love, we are to grow up in every way into him who is the 

head, into Christ, … 

• It might not be towards the person, it might be wanting to cause harm an institution, property or 

community because of the wrongdoing. You might not shout at your husband but you break pots 

and plates to express your anger.  

c) When anger turns into rage 

• Rage is powerful, extreme, sometimes even violent anger. 

• Like fire that starts raging out of the fire place, anger that is allowed to go out of control leaves a 

trail of destruction behind it. 

• This anger is sometimes called rage – that is where things like road rage come from. 

Proverbs 15:18 A hot-tempered person stirs up conflict, but the one who is patient calms a quarrel. 

 

James 1:20 For the wrath of man does not work out the righteousness of God.  

 

d) When anger is motivated by pride 

• A proudful person is not happy with the success of another. For that person, he is the only one who 

deserves to make progress in life. 

• It is based on an overestimation of ones importance and value in society. 

 

1.2 How to deal with anger  

• The Bible gives us means and ways to deal with maters that are personal to us. 

a) Admit that your anger has become sinful in nature 

• As long as you still deny the fact that you struggle with anger, it is impossible to deal with it. 

• You need to admit to the fact that ungodly anger is a sin in the eyes of God – sometimes we 

continue with a certain behaviour because we lack a revelation of that behaviour being sinful before 

God. 

Proverbs 28: 13 Whoever conceals his transgressions will not prosper, but he who confesses and 

forsakes them will obtain mercy. 
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• When you admit that you have an issue, that issue loses control over you 

• Admission leads to confession of the sin. A confessed sin loses its control over you. 

b) Know that God is still in control of the situation 

• Without realising it, we use anger to try and regain control of a situation. This usually happens when 

we feel that we are alone and it is up to us to deal with the matter. 

• You avoid anger getting out of control by accepting the fact that God is present in the situation and 

that He will have the final say. 

• Joseph did not allow anger to have the best of him after the evil that was done to him by his brothers 

because he was assured of God’s hand over the situation. 

Genesis 50: 20 As for you, you meant evil against me, but God meant it for good, to bring it about that 

many people should be kept alive, as they are today. 

• God is always faithful to come through for you, even in cases where He allowed bad things to 

happen to you. 

c) Make room for God to fight for you 

• Most of the time anger is driven by the need to level up with someone. We are driven by a desire to 

get back at someone. 

• The sovereign God has a way of vindicating you – will you trust Him to fight the battle for you. 

• Anger that runs out of control is driven by a desire to play God in the situation. 

• A child of God should find comfort in knowing that God is a God of justice and He will come 

through. 

Romans 12:19 Beloved, never avenge yourselves, but leave it to the wrath of God, for it is written, 

“Vengeance is mine, I will repay, says the Lord.” 

 

d) Healthy relationships are more valuable than our service to God 

• This is a game changer for many people – some people that think that human interactions are not as 

important as their offerings to God. 

• The day you realise that healthy relationships are more valuable than serving God, we will stop 

anger from boiling over. 

Matthew 5: 23 "Therefore if you bring your gift to the altar, and there remember that your brother has 

something against you, 24 "leave your gift there before the altar, and go your way. First be reconciled 

to your brother, and then come and offer your gift. 

 

• In the eyes of Jesus, when we maintain healthy relationships, it is more valuable than the service we 

render to Him. In the eyes of God, Healthy relationships are more important than our service to 

Him! 

• The Bible calls us to be at peace with everyone as long as it is within our power. 


